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Introduction 
 

The Righteous Jardacia is a collection of ten separate 

books written over a period of fifteen years from the 

year 2000.  

  

Its Writers  

  

There are many who have contributed to this book. 

Lord Avatar I & Lord Avatar II contributed the most 

to this collection of religious texts.  

  

The Books  

  

The Book Of Truth is about our religion, what we 

believe happened before we were created and what 

will happen after we depart this realm.  

  

The Book Of Stone is an in-depth history of our 

religion since the very start of our great journey 



 

from the year 2000.  

  

The Book Of War is of all that we are against in this 

realm. It teaches many truths about the sins of this 

world; it is for you to interpret its ideology.  

  

The Book Of Visions are many prophecies which we 

believe are sacred texts written by a handful of 

people, which tell us of the path we should follow 

on this great journey.  

  

The Book Of Knowledge is a book of Solaran 

revelations, passed down from Solara to individual 

members of our Faith. These revelations are about 

The Next Realm and all of its inhabitants.  

  

The Book Of Logic is a series of stories. The people 

in this part of the book have all demonstrated the 

use of Solaran Logical Outcome with precision to 

change their lives.  



 

  

The Book Of Disciplines is a manual on all three 

disciplines of the Faith. It covers Meditation, Solaran 

Palm - Martial Art and Solaran Staff.  

  

The Book Of Yahmos is a collection of creative 

works of the Faith. It contains poems and hymns for 

use in our homes and Temples. 

  

The Book Of Miracles is about the religious 

experiences that Lord Avatar II has had over the 

years. It details specific events where divine 

intervention was apparent.  

  

The Book Of Futures is a book detailing the future 

of The Faith Of Solara as Lord Avatar II sees it. In it, 

he explains what he wishes to achieve over the next 

years.  

  

The City Of Eternal Light is a children's book. It 



 

highlights some of the doctrines of our faith in a 

story suitable for our youth disciples. 

  

The Laws Of Stone  

1) Do not take from the sea.  

2) Obey the hierarchy.  

3) You shall not acquire debt.  

4) You should never be deceitful.  

5) All Solarans are to celebrate Avatars Day on the 

first of June.  

 6) Do not needlessly kill an animal.  

7) Do not misuse the name of the Goddess Solara.  

8) Do not mock those less fortunate than yourself.  

9) Do not give your opinion unless it is asked for.  

10) Do not disrespect somebody else’s domain.  

11) If a person wishes to leave this world for the 

next, they shall be allowed to do so.  

12) Do not take that which is not given.  

  



 

The Event Directives 

1) Do not take gossip for gospel.  

2) Acknowledge those around you with a smile 

upon your face.  

3) Do not be arrogant around people - arrogance is 

not righteous.  

4) Help those who ask but only if they need it.  

5) Do not take to heart the careless words of a 

stranger.  

6) Be modest at all times.  

7) Try not to dwell on things which are beyond your 

control.  

8) Do not try to control everything around you.  

9) A healthier body is a happier mind.  

10) Do whatever you can to be remembered.  

11) Make time for those who do the same for you.  

12) Spread Solaranism as far as you travel.  

  

My Personal Dogma 



 

1) Keep your community clean.  

2) Never underestimate your enemies.  

3) Be kind to nature.  

4) Do not curse - it is a habit of the fools.  

5) Never give up on your dreams.  

6) If you cannot fight alone then do not fight at all.  

7) Never buy a pet unless you are willing to keep it 

for life.  

8) Say nothing bad about a person - try to find the 

good.  

9) Create a reality you are happy to be in.  

10) Destroy those who would do the same to you.  

11) Knowledge is power - educate yourself.  

12) With free time you should create works of art.  

  

Prayer  

  

This part is to help you to start praying to Solara and 

her Avatars. We have twenty or so prayers for you 



 

to choose from. Each prayer for a different matter, 

so, for example, if you are in need of the truth to be 

spoken you would use the prayer ‘’In Search Of 

Truth.” These prayers will help you speak to Solara 

and her Avatars. When you pray regularly you will 

soon wish to add your own prayers in your words. 

When praying you must kneel on your right knee 

whilst holding your right fist to your left 

outstretched palm.  

  

In Search Of Truth  

  

Solara, as I pray to you on this day, I wish that the 

truth will be spoken. I wish for the truth to come 

out, so that I have no doubt. Hail Solara.  

  

Before A Great Battle  

  

My Goddess Solara, I pray to you today to help me 

to be strong, to help me stand tall against my 

enemies. Let me be brave enough to show them 



 

that I am a Solaran. Let me be at my zenith, my 

height so that I can be victorious against those who 

wish me harm. Hail Solara. 

  

Before Reading The Books  

  

Dear Solara, as I read from your books, I ask that 

you help me to understand your words, your 

wisdom, your truth. As I learn more of you, give me 

the desire to live the way you teach. Hail Solara.  

  

Morning Prayer  

  

Solara my Goddess of truth and war, I pray to you as 

I wake so that you bring me good fortune on this 

day. Let this day be as glorious as you. Hail Solara.  

  

In Times Of Doubt  

  



 

Dear Solara, I find it difficult to know what to 

believe, help me to accept that even though I cannot 

understand everything I can always trust in you and 

these books. Hail Solara.  

  

Seeking Fortune 

  

Dear Solara, I pray to you in this very uncertain 

time to ask you that you bring me a great bounty so 

that I can have a fuller stomach and a warmer bed. 

Hail Solara.  

  

Conscious Of Sin  

  

My Goddess Solara, I pray to you today to admit 

that I sometimes do things which are against your 

will and they cause distress to you and others. I am 

sorry for my sins, please accept my sincere apology. 

Hail Solara.  

  



 

Acknowledgement  

  

Thank you, Solara my Goddess, for all that you are, 

for all that you have given, for all your greatness and 

beauty. All that you have done for me and all that 

you shall do. Thank you, Solara, for the eternal life 

you shall grant. Hail Solara.  

  

Temple Prayer  

  

Hail, hail, hail. Glorious are you Solara, we shall 

follow your words until the end, we shall spread 

your words to all corners of this realm. We shall be 

united and strong. We shall do all that you and our 

Lord Avatar wish, we are humble servants of the 

Faith. Hail Solara.  

  

Night-time Prayer  

  

Dear Solara, before I lay my head, I ask that you 



 

bring me great visions of our future and I also thank 

you for the day and ask that you bring me an even 

better tomorrow. Hail Solara.  

  

Guidance  

  

Dear Solara, I pray to you now so that you may 

guide me in my struggle, show me the path I am to 

follow, let your hand guide me so that I can be 

greater than I was. Hail Solara.  

  

Seeking Perfection  

  

My Goddess Solara, I pray to you today because I 

am seeking perfection. I wish for you to grant me 

the ability to be perfect to those around me, I wish 

for them to see me as you see me. Hail Solara.  

  

Seeking Love  

  



 

Solara my Goddess of truth and war, I ask you today 

for help to find a person that I shall love indefinitely 

but I also ask that this person shall feel the same. 

Hail Solara.  

  

To Stop A Pain 

  

 Dear Solara, I pray to you now in the hope that you 

will hear these words. I am in great pain, I wish for 

you to cure it or at least numb it, so I do not feel it. 

With your greatness and kindness, I wish for this 

great pain to cease. Hail Solara.  

  

Prayer For Death  

  

Dear Solara, I pray to you now on this sad day to 

guide this soul to the southern gates of the White 

City. Let this soul pass through the gates to be 

judged. Hail Solara.  

  



 

Prayer For Life  

  

My Goddess Solara, I thank you on this day, the day 

of this new life. I thank you because this soul came 

from the White City and you deemed it necessary to 

send this life to us on Earth, thank you. Hail Solara.  

  

Before A Feast  

  

My Goddess Solara, I thank you for this great feast, I 

thank you for all the wonderful plants and animals 

spread across this Earth. As I eat, I shall thank you, 

as I fill I shall thank you, I thank you for all things. 

Hail Solara.  

  

Avatars Day Prayer  

  

Hail the Avatars for all the work they do for us and 

Solara. On this day I shall pray that they continue to 

serve our Goddess and protect us. Hail Ashrah and 



 

Ellrah until they return for our greatest battle. Hail.  

  

To Seek Justice  

Solara my Goddess, I pray to you now for justice, let 

justice be done today let the sinful be cast away. Let 

the truth come out and let them be cast out so I can 

be done with this matter. Hail Solara.  

  

The way this book adapts over time 

  

This book will inevitably change over time 

depending on relevant visions sent from Solara or 

her messengers. It will also change to accommodate 

new significant events over the course of our 

history. With the growing accessibility of the 

internet, we may find ourselves making the 

necessary changes electronically via our website 

archive. 

  

 

 



 

 



 

The Book Of Truth 
The Origins 

n the beginning there was only Solara. Solara 

immediately began with the creation of the 

White City and her Avatars, Solara created the 

White City to be a paradise, a place of great luxury 

and pleasure. Solara also created three hundred and 

thirty-eight Avatars so that they would serve and 

protect her for eternity, but some were not happy to 

serve and a group of just five of these Avatars did 

not want to serve Solara.  

  They began to rebel against her, in doing this the 

five Avatars were defeated and instead of being 

destroyed there were made to suffer outside the 

White City in the Wastelands which Solara had 

purposely made for them. Solara also changed their 

looks to better suit their treacherous nature.  

  After this Solara rested for a long time, the Avatars 

watched over her and the White City until she 

awoke. Solara had been resting for a long time, she 

had many dreams of things she had created and 

when she awoke, she had even more great ideas of 

I 



 

creation.  

  Solara created many more things in the White 

City, she made it perfect but, it was only the 

beginning. Solara’s attentions changed from the 

White City to a new realm that she had discovered, 

this new realm was empty, and she decided it would 

be perfect for her new creation.  

  Solara then left the White City to visit this new 

realm. Solara knew this realm would be perfect for 

what she had planned, she then went back to the 

White City to gather the Avatars. Solara and the 

three hundred and thirty-three Avatars went to this 

realm and began creating. They first went to the 

centre of this realm and started their plan.  

  They began with creating a ball of pure energy 

they did this a great many times throughout this 

realm but this took a lot of time. After this was 

complete, they were drained of a lot of power, so 

they once again returned to the White City to rest.     

  On the return to the White City, they noticed 

something strange in the Wastelands. Those who 

had been cast out were building two new Cities, this 



 

did not concern Solara and the Avatars. It was a 

great time later; Solara and the Avatars had fully 

rested, and their powers were full again. They left 

for the realm that they had decided to call Moiah.  

  On arrival to Moiah they began again with more 

creations. They first made many planets, each one a 

different size, to travel around these beacons of pure 

energy. These creations took an exceptionally long 

time as Solara knew all Moiah would have to be 

perfect to sustain her next creations.  

  She knew it would take even longer as there was 

still much of the realm that was baron. The Avatars 

stayed with her throughout the creations and the 

Avatars gained more knowledge from Solara and 

they became more independent of their Goddess.  

  After Solara and her Avatars had completed 

building the realm they decided to return to the 

White City once again. 

  When they arrived at the White City, they found 

that in the Wastelands was an entirely new City 

built of black stone with green symbols upon them.   

  The Avatars went to this City to see if it was a 



 

threat to Solara. When they arrived, they found that 

the Avatars who had been cast out had somehow 

grown stronger in these lands and had named 

themselves and their new City.  

  The Avatars reported these activities to Solara, but 

she was not concerned at that moment as she was 

focused on her creation of Moiah.  

  Solara, now fully restored in her powers, left alone 

to Moiah. On arrival she went to a planet to begin 

her creation, Solara began to make this planet 

perfect for the life she wished to create. She made 

this planet an atmosphere that her new creatures 

could breathe but this took many times to perfect.  

  When Solara was happy with the atmosphere, she 

created the water, she made it rain for a long time so 

that there would be much water. Solara then 

created the first and smallest of her creations, these 

small creatures were a vital part of the life she was 

creating. If these did not exist nothing would exist.  

  Solara then created slightly bigger things to live in 

the water, these things were a little more complex 

to create and it took her a long time to perfect. 



 

Solara was happy to leave to return to the White 

City once again. On arrival to the White City, she 

witnessed smoke rising from her paradise, Solara 

rushed to the City and found much damage and 

many of her Avatars injured. Solara went to the 

temple in the centre of the City and called for all the 

Avatars to gather there.  

  Solara asked the Avatars what had happened, and 

they told her of the battle that had occurred 

between themselves and those who had been cast 

out. Solara thought this was impossible but listened 

to their story.  

  The Avatars said there were two Avatars who lead 

the defence, and they said these two Avatars were 

the greatest warriors they had ever seen. Solara 

called these two Avatars into a chamber in the 

Temple and rewarded them with names and more 

powers. Solara named the female Avatar; Ashrah 

and the male Avatar; Ellrah. 

  These two Avatars were to become the leaders of 

the Avatars. Solara was now concerned with what 

had taken place within her own City, so, she decided 



 

to stay in the City for a long time. She knew that it 

was only the beginning of an everlasting war.  

  Solara, after an eon, then decided to go back to 

Moiah and continue what she was doing, but before 

she departed, she told Ashrah and Ellrah to be on 

high alert for an attack.  

  Solara did not want to destroy those who had been 

cast out because she had created them from her own 

flesh, and if she did, she would be killing a part of 

herself.  

  Solara got to her planet that she had made life 

upon and witnessed these life forms thriving, but 

her work was not yet complete on this planet. She 

created more things to live in the waters of this 

planet until there was so much diversity, she had to 

do other things. 

  She looked to make plants and animals, all of 

which were quite primitive to start with, but she 

perfected that too. Once this planet was to her 

desired standard she moved on to the next planet 

and after that the next, but she spread it out over the 

realm because not all planets were able to sustain 



 

her creations.  

  After this was complete, she rested, again drained 

of power, she departed the realm for her City. It 

took her much longer than before to regain her 

strength, but she was happy with what she had 

accomplished in Moiah.  

  The worlds she had created had life upon them, 

each world following a different rule to sustain the 

life she had created. It was her greatest achievement 

yet, but the work was not over.  

  Solara eventually returned to the realm with all of 

her Avatars, they visited all planets together to 

inspect them. On some of her worlds she discovered 

that the life she had created was changing itself, 

becoming better. This was not happening on all 

worlds, so she gave some worlds a boost. 

  Solara and her Avatars stayed in Moiah for a long 

time, they went from world to world giving nature a 

push when it needed it. Then after some time they 

pushed nature to its zenith, they created intelligent 

life forms. 

  Solara knew that these life forms could take over 



 

the worlds they inhabited and change as required.  

  Solara visited each intelligent species and gave 

them knowledge; all these life forms began to 

worship Solara and her Avatars. They began to build 

civilizations with Solara at the heart of them.  

  This took a great time, but Solara was content with 

what was happening. Solara would visit each world 

for every rotation around the beacon of pure 

energy. These worlds became better each time she 

visited and so she promised to each of the intelligent 

life forms on all worlds that after they cease to exist 

in Moiah, they would go to her realm. However, 

she warned them that if they did not follow her 

words they would go to the Wastelands for an 

eternity of suffering. They accepted the terms and 

were joyful. 

  Solara returned to her City to find new arrivals 

from the worlds she had created, the population of 

the White City was now growing. 

  Much time later Solara returned to Moiah to find 

that somehow, those who had been cast out were 

corrupting the worlds she made. The life on the 



 

worlds began to turn against Solara and her ways. 

They no longer wished to worship, they became 

greedy and deceitful.  

  Not all worlds were corrupted, some stayed loyal 

for a while. It began on her oldest of worlds. They 

began to destroy all the statues and all the books. It 

was an Age of Independence and it was now 

happening everywhere. There were some who were 

content with the worship of Solara and they fought 

against the Age of Independence.  

  Those fighting for Solara where eventually 

defeated and all that she had achieved was lost until 

she sent Ashrah and Ellrah to visit a person on a 

world to revive her Lost Empire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Product Of Regret 

 

fter the Age Of Independence in Moiah 

there were none left to worship Solara, 

and her power, being directly linked with 

the power of worship, was now in decline. As time 

moved forward all she could do was erect a barrier 

around her Temple to sustain her essence until a 

time came when she could be freed by the actions of 

those in Moiah.  

  After many years had passed there were many 

attacks on the White City, all were unsuccessful, 

however, Solara began to regret the decision not to 

destroy the Treacherous Five who were now 

organized into a group known as the Demonic 

Horde. This group was a council and thankfully as 

every major decision was voted on, the Demonic 

Horde could not agree so they could not advance. 

A 


